
SHAADS™ Partial cover sit on the glass. 

  Left to Right Total _________________        ( Please measure full glass exposure edge to edge ) .   

        Now MINUS glass exposure wanted:   on the Left side (-) ________  and  the Right side (-) _________.        

          ( Example:   minus  2” inches on the left side and minus 2 “ inches on the right side )            

  Top to Bottom Total __________        ( Please measure full glass exposure edge to edge).    

         Now MINUS glass exposure wanted:   on the Top (-) _________  and  the Bottom  (-) __________.        

          ( Example:   minus  2” inches on the left side and minus 2 “ inches on the right side )            

 Please circle one in question below 

1. Window Grills   -  Yes   or  No    -    Figure 1. 

2. Cover for DB Hung:    top glass    —    bottom glass   —   casement glass 

MEASURING for Partial WINDOW GLASS COVER 

** Include photo for more accuracy ** 
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For all measurements please use a measuring tape 

which measures in inches. Please measure to the 1/16 

of an inch.  Example above shows 16 red lines between 

1” and 2 inches . Counting red lines from left to right 

every line is a 1/16 - 2/16  - 3/16  -  4/16 and so on   

4/16 equals 1/4 inch , 8/16 equals 1/2 inch 
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http://test.shaads.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/measure-door-side-panel.pdf
http://test.shaads.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/measure-door-side-panel.pdf


SHAADS™ cover here will sit on the glass MEASURE to the edges of  the glass: 

 

   Left to Right  _____________________________     ( Only measure the glass area edge to edge)  

 

  Top to Bottom NO window lock ____________________________( No window lock in area of glass ) 

 

  Top to Bottom with window lock __________________________  ( Measure to top of lock ) 

Please circle one in question below 

1. Window Grills   -  Yes   or  No    -    Figure 1. 

2. Cover for DB Hung:    top glass    or    bottom glass   or   casement 

Note:  SHAADS full covers  may have a sight glass exposure. 

MEASURING for FULL WINDOW GLASS COVER 

** Include photo for more accuracy 
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For all measurements please use a measuring tape 

which measures in inches. Please measure to the 1/16 

of an inch.  Example above shows 16 red lines between 

1” and 2 inches . Counting red lines from left to right 

every line is a 1/16 - 2/16  - 3/16  -  4/16 and so on   

4/16 equals 1/4 inch , 8/16 equals 1/2 inch 
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http://test.shaads.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/measure-door-side-panel.pdf
http://test.shaads.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/measure-door-side-panel.pdf


SHAADS™ cover will attach and sit  

on the glass MEASURE: 

 

Left to Right  ___________________________                

 

Top to Bottom __________________________ 

( Only measure the  glass area )  

1.   Window Grills   -  Yes   or  No    -    Figure 3. 

2. Window  -  upper   or    lower  

3. Windows with top locks  -   Yes   or   No 

 

Please circle one in each question  

How much glass exposure is your choice 

Examples: 

Fig. 1.  Shows very little glass exposure 

Fig. 2.  Shows more glass exposure 

Fig. 3. Shows window grills 

( So please measure for the cover size of  

your choice. ) 
 WINDOW  

MEASURING for Partial GLASS COVERING OLDER PAGE 

Note: (There is always some glass exposure) how much  

exposure  is your choice 
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